CRAZY
LANDSCAPE/PORTRAIT ISSUES WHEN PRINTING...
A LADY IN TOPEKA Writes In:

“WHEN THE STUDENTS WERE PRINTING AT 8.5 X 11 IT WORKED FINE BUT WHEN THEY TRIED TO PRINT LARGER THE IMAGE WAS BEING CUT OFF. ALSO THE HORIZONTAL/VERTICAL OPTION IN THE PRINT SETTING WASN'T WORKING CORRECTLY. CAN YOU PLEASE CHECK THIS OUT?”
MANY STUDENTS COMING INTO THE LAB HAVE HAD THE SAME ISSUE, AND I’M PRETTY SURE I KNOW THE ANSWER...
THE PAPER SIZE IS PROBABLY SET INCORRECTLY IN THE PRINTER SETTINGS DIALOG. LET’S TAKE A LOOK, SHALL WE?
MY FAV TEST IMAGE OPENED IN PHOTOSHOP. MY PAL ED IN AMSTERDAM, CHILLIN’ WITH DIZZY GILLESPIE. HE CLAIMS THAT HE DID NOT INHALE...
WHAT'S HAPPENIN' HAPPY PRINTER?
HMM. ORIENTATION IS COOL, BUT IMAGE IS CROPPED OFF... WHAT ABOUT PRINTING TO A WEIRD SIZE LIKE 11.7” X 16.5” WHICH WE OFTEN HAVE IN THE LAB?
IN THE PRINT SETTINGS...
NEED TO SELECT DIFFERENT PAPER SIZE...
11" X 17" WILL WORK OK, BUT IMAGE MAY NOT BE PROPERLY CENTERED. AS FAR AS I KNOW, THERE ISN'T A PRELOADED SIZE FOR 11.7 X 16.5". I RECOMMEND CREATING A CUSTOM SIZE.
CREATE A NEW CUSTOM SIZE
DROP IN THE SIZE. I ALWAYS SET MARGINS TO .25" EVENLY ALL THE WAY AROUND TO IMAGE IS CENTERED ON THE SHEET.
LAYOUT ORIENTATION SHOULD WORK PROPERLY NOW...
LET ME KNOW IF THAT SOLUTION DOESN’T WORK, AND KEEP ME POSTED ON OTHER ISSUES AS THEY ARISE...
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